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Green City Constructions is an innovative, energetic, vibrant

organization with its focus on creating superbly-crafted living spaces

that are designed with the aim of integrating opulence to impeccable

aesthetic taste and design. Our driving force ...
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About Us

Green City Constructions is an innovative, energetic, vibrant organization with its focus on creating

superbly-crafted living spaces that are designed with the aim of integrating opulence to impeccable

aesthetic taste and design. Our driving force is our out-of-the-box, innovative ideas towards

construction and design, flowing from the fount of our team of experts, each dedicated to the goal of

being the creator of a space that is both beautiful and pragmatic, that is a fantasy as well as a real

home. Each Green City project will be the destination of your dreams.

We create aesthetic living spaces where every line and curve is a stunning work of art. With top-of-

the-line materials and the inputs from our highly talented team of experts, our projects provide you

with the spectacular dwelling spaces that let you know you have arrived. Our overarching objective is

to make splendor and luxury accessible. With this in mind, every one of our projects consists of

precision construction where finesse is tempered with functionality, where practicality meets

dreamscapes and castles are brought down from the air are brought down to earth to be experienced

and enjoyed.

The Green City group is also associated with the Green City Hospital in Bangalore, a highly regarded

multispeciality hospital which has been in the service of the public for over a decade.

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Green City Constructions Private Limited
Contact Person: Manager 

9, 16th Main, BTM 2nd Stage 
Bengaluru - 560076, Karnataka, India
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